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Can You Really
Trust That Map?

In Barcelona, associate editor Danielle Walsh’s best discoveries
came while ambling along the side streets.
I’m convinced the best way to see Barcelona is on foot—not wandering the main drag of
La Rambla but exploring the city’s many alleys. In them, I stumbled onto under-the-radar
boutiques, old-school tapas joints, and plenty of places to raise a glass. One Friday
evening in the shabby-chic El Born neighborhood, I came across natural wine spot Bar
Brutal. The briny, crisp Catalonian whites fortified me for a dance party held at the
courtyard of the nearby Museu d’Història de Barcelona. The next hazy-headed morning,
I recovered over a velvety cortado, Spain’s answer to the cappuccino, at Caravelle
in the lively, if somewhat seedy, Raval neighborhood. As it turned out, I had many of my
best drinking moments in Raval. I sipped an expertly mixed Manhattan at
Bar 68 and later used a stranger’s lighter to set a sugar cube ablaze over a glass
of absinthe at 200-year-old Bar Marsella, which Hemingway is said to have
frequented. The place had a vibe that every Brooklyn haunt tries to mimic. Maybe it
was the absinthe talking, but I thought to myself, I’ve found the original cool.
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Visiting Colombia with outfitter Blue Parallel (one week starts at $11,500, blueparallel
.com) comes with a major advantage: access. The new itinerary includes salsa
dancing in a private 16th-century home and lounging on islets that are rarely seen
by anyone but local fishermen. Coffee obsessives can sip joe at the source during a
bean-to-roast tour of a plantation in the Andean foothills. —SARAH PURKRABEK
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UP OUR ALLEY

“On a road trip about
15 years ago, I tried to get gas
in a town that my map
called Holen, South Dakota.
One problem: There was
nothing there. Holen was
what cartographers call
a ‘paper town’—a fictitious
location they use to protect
their intellectual property. The
thinking goes, if mapmakers
see the paper town on
someone else’s map, then
they can sue for copyright
infringement. Google’s
cartographers even use the
device today. Rand McNally
was sued by General Drafting
Company in the early
20th century over a random
intersection in the Catskills
named Agloe, New York.
The suit failed because in a
way, Agloe was real. People
came to that intersection
expecting something, so a few
small businesses eventually
cropped up and adopted the
name. At that point, what
had been mere imagination
became physically true.”
—AS TOLD TO ANDREW RICHDALE
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John Green, author
of book-turned-movie
Paper Towns, clues
us in to every map’s
dirty secret.

